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ALMA: THEN
IMPACTING NOW
INTRODUCTION
In 1900, the world was in the
midst of important change, and
the town of Alma was changing
along with it. From small details to
large events, everything played a
significant role in shaping the
Alma we know and admire today.
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SOME FACTS
In 1900, Alma College was facing
noteworthy change in terms of their
curriculum. At the turn of the century,
college president August Bruske
responded to the transformation of higher
education by incorporating teaching and
research disciplines. The liberal arts
curriculum that Bruske harnessed caused
the unfurling of knowledge outside Alma.
Today, students bring their education
with them through Model UN, venture
grants, and the Posey Global scholarship.
Electrical poles were installed
throughout downtown Alma circa
1900. This is an obvious sign of change
within Alma, for without electrical
power, the town would be poorly
underdeveloped, and many of its
respected aspects would simply not
exist.
The Hood Building, formerly the Hood
Museum of Natural History, was
established in 1900 on the Alma College
campus. The Hood Museum featured
natural artifact collections that were
moved to the Dow Science Building in 1959.
The building was remodeled to house
administrative and faculty offices. The
collections still inspire students and
community members today.
Religion has always been important to the
foundations of Alma. The Presbyterian
congregation built the church shown here on
the corner of Superior Street and Prospect
Street in 1900, for a total cost of $20,000. Once
the new Presbyterian church was completed,
this building was occupied by the Church of
God congregation. The construction of the
church represents the presence of faith in Alma
and its prominence.

